PARTY MIXER
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: My Party Mixer won’t turn on.

Q: My lights won’t turn on.

3. Determine which pairing process your
device employs. Different devices can
pair differently. Consult your Bluetooth
enabled device’s manual.

A: Lights can be turned on by moving the
switch underneath the unit to the “ON”
position.

4. Be sure that your Bluetooth enabled 		
device is near to the Party Mixer. Bluetooth
signal ranges are limited to 33 feet.

Q: How do I connect my Bluetooth enabled
device to the Party Mixer?

5. Delete the Party Mixer (LavaPartyMxr)
from your device and rediscover it.

A: Here are some steps to get you started:

6. Download the latest update for your device.

1. Be sure that your device has Bluetooth
capability.

7. Power your device on and off again.

A: Check and be sure that the unit’s plug is
fully inserted into an electrical outlet.

2. Be sure that your Bluetooth enabled device
has Bluetooth turned on. Consult your
Bluetooth enabled device’s manual for
further instruction.
3. Be sure that your Party Mixer is plugged in.
4. Once you have confirmed that your device
has Bluetooth, the Bluetooth is turned on,
and the Party Mixer is turned on, then
follow the steps in your Bluetooth enabled
device’s manual on how to connect.
Q: I have checked all of the above steps, but
my device will not pair with the Party Mixer.
A: Here are some tips and tricks that should
help:
1. The Party Mixer uses Bluetooth version
2.1. Make sure your device can connect with
this version of Bluetooth.
2. Once you’ve doubled checked that your
device has Bluetooth, make sure that
Bluetooth is turned on.

8. Bear in mind that not all wireless devices
use Bluetooth.
Q: What is the Party Mixer called in my list
of devices?
A: LavaPartyMxr
Q: How do I change the Party Mixer from
music with lights to lights only?
A: There is a switch on the bottom of the
Party Mixer that allows you to make
this change.
Q: How do I change the bulbs?
A: The LED bulbs are non-replaceable.
Q: How do I clean my Party Mixer?
A: Use a soft, damp cloth –without cleaning
products – and gently run it over the
exposed portions only.
Do not attempt to clean the underside or
the inside of the Party Mixer.

